
1st Dam
KEYSTONE ROSETTE by Albatross p.4,1:54.3f. Dam of 7 foals, 3 raced. Dam of:
MY GAL PHYLL p.2,1:52.2 (m, Arturo) ($188,089), 39 wins. At 2, 21 (17-2-1) and winner PAFS at Gratz, Hughesville, Clearfield, Wayne, Washington, Meadville, Indiana, Stoneboro, Port Royal, Bloomburg (PAFS and Bloomburg Fair S.) and Matron S. (elims.); second in PAFS at Dayton and Gratz (twice). At 3, 36 (17-5-4) and winner PAFS at Stoneboro, Meadville, Butler, Gratz, Hughesville, Bloomburg, Clearfield, Wayne, Washington, Dayton, York and Bloomburg (PAFS and Bloomburg Fair S.), MDSF at Ocean Downs and Rosecroft; second in PAFS Final at Pocono and MDSF at Rosecroft; third in PASS at The Meadows and Pocono and PASS All Stars at Pocono. Amanda’s Pearl p.2,1:52.3f; 2:00.3f (m, Western Hero) ($7,000), 4 wins.

2nd Dam
ROMAINE DANCER p.3,1:53.1 by Most Happy Fella p.3,71.55, half-sister to RODNEY LOBELL p.4,1:56.4 ($159,543) and to the granddam of NERO’S STAR p.3,1:54.1 ($240,382), CLASSIC TY p.4,1:51.3 ($193,223) and STUBBY B p.3,1:53.11 ($175,189). From 16 foals, dam of 8 winners, including:

KEYSTONE RAIDER p.2,2:02.4f; 3,1:51.4; 4,1:51.1 (h, Big Towner) ($946,914), 29 wins. At 3, winner Dancer Memorial, Bluegrass S., Meadow Skipper LC, etc.; second in North America Cup elim. and leg Snowshoe Series; third in Confederation Cup elim., Provincial Cup elim., etc. At 4, winner U.S. Pacing Championship, American-National Maturity, etc.; third in Final of Drispol Series. At 5, winner American-National Maturity, second in U.S. Pacing Championship, third in Final of Presidential Series. At 6, winner of 9 PAFAs.

KEYSTONE RUMBA p.3,1:59.11; 3,1:54.1f; 1:52.4f (g, Western Hanover) ($320,779), 30 wins.

RUDY’S RAIDER p.3,1:57.2f; 4,1:53.1; 1:53 (h, Falcon’s Future) ($130,362), 18 wins. At 2, second in leg and Final of NJSS Green Acres at Freehold; race timed in 1:57. At 4, second and third in legs of Clyde Hart Memorial S. at The Meadowlands.

KEYSTONE RUMBA p.3,1:59.11 (m, Big Towner) ($35,397), 6 wins. At 2, second in Arden Downs S., PASS, PAFS, third in leg Coons Lite Girls Series. At 3, winner 3 PAFS; second in 2 PAFS; third in PAFS. Dam of LA ORILLIA RUMBA p.3,1:54.1 ($164,611), MACARACHI p.1:51.1 ($141,426), FRANGI PANI p.3,1:53.1 ($320,779), etc. Dam of 6 foals, 3 raced. Dam of:

KEYSTONE ROHM p.2,1:59.11; 3,1:54.1f; 1:52.4f (g, Western Hanover) ($30,190), 11 wins. At 2, winner 3 PAFS; second in 2 PAFS; third in PAFS. At 3, winner Big Ten S. at Griggsville and Pana and MWIRA S. at Rushville. Dam of

MWIRA S. at Petersburg, NICA S. at Lewestown and Big Ten S. at Pana; second in MWIRA S. at Carthive and M. Sterling and NICA S. at Morrison; third in MWIRA S. at Rushville and Carrollton. At 3, 7 (4-1-3) and winner Big Ten S. at Griggsville and Pana and MWIRA S. at Rushville. At 4, 11 (7-4-4) and winner Chaison S., leg of Driscoll Series. Dam of 23 foals, 18 raced. Dam of 160 in 2:00, 77 in 1:55 including SHADY BREEZE p.3,1:50f.

STATEMENT
Shady RN raced and was race timed 2:04.2f at 2. Not in foal.